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UNIVERSITY OF M ONTANA, MISSOULA, APRIL 30. 1914.

VOL. XI.

NO. 13

GET READY NOW FOR NEXT FRIDAY NIGHT
STUDENT PLAY MAY CARNIVAL
IS EXCELENT
WILL BE GOOD
“HER OWN WAY" AS PRESENTED MANAGER BUSHA HAS THINGS
BY COLLEGE CAST IS
WELL UNDER WAY FOR AN
FINE.
NUAL SHOW.

IS AN ALL STAR CAST

IS ALL UNDER WAY

MI8S GRACE SANER, AS LEADING PLANS ARE READY FOR LARGE
LADY HAD VERY WELL-BALPARADE AND MANY-SIDED
ANCED 8UPIPORT.
SHOW IN THE EVENING.
Last evening the second university
Met Tom Busha on the campus yes
play of the season was given under terday and endeavored to glean a few
Mrs. Macleod's direction and was in
bits of choice information concerning
every way a brilliant success. The
play Itself “Her Own Way,” by Clyde Carnival. Told him I was legal ad
Fitch was charming. Its characters viser and newsgrabber for the Kiwere vigorously represented and be meen and would be pleased to get on
came very real and interesting through the inside as to doings and prepara
their skillful interpretation and acting tions which were being made for “the
by the players. "Her Own Way” Is greatest collegiate event of the year.”
strictly characteristic of Fitch in the Tempted him with a full column write
keen insight Into human nature which up on page one, but he was prone to
It reveals. It contain.!, too, the pleas silence. He kept on moving and spoke
ing mixture of human and seriousness not. (Never got such a cold reception
which mark the work of this play in my life!) Finally he broke forth,
wright and which make It greatly "Leep-Larrup! Say, kid, we’re going to
have the best show Missoula ever saw.
worth while.
The plot of the play is compara Why last year’s show will look like a
tively simple enough so to be extremely lead nickel in a kid’s ? ? bank. More
popular with most audiences. It is, stunts, did you say? Why, child, Barhowever, sufficiently Involved to e re -' num -and Bailey won’t be in i t !
“ ‘King’ Craighead has a ‘caper* that
ate situations difficult for amateur
handling. That the cast did handle will be a ‘humm dinger.’ And the
them successfully and with apparent menagerie this year will cause Old
ease reflects Immense credit upo'n Darwin to shiver fn his grave, it will be
such an explosion of his pet theory.
Mrs, Macleod.
“Yes sir, kid, tell ’em for me that
The opening scene of the children’s
birthday party, In which Miss Denise they are going to get their $ worth on
May
8. Don’t forget it, either. But
Tolan and MUs Katherine Rudd and
Masters Phillip Rowe and Fritz Ster now I’m just wasting time spouting to
ling appeared, captured the hearts of you. I’ve got to stir up this carnival
the audience. The children entered dope. So long, Kid; I’m on my way!”
So I jotted the "info” as rapidly as
most heartily Into the spirit of the
I could while Hustling Tom went ram
play and showed no’ little amount of
bling into the library to further the
talent In their lines.
carnival interest.—"KELL.”
Miss Grace Saner, as Georlana Carley, their ‘‘Old-maid aunt,” was excel specially pleasing one. It was perhaps
lent. Her working In the leading role, the most difficult of any role in the
showed consistent study. The effect play to give consistently; Carl Cam
of her acting In all four acts was one eron played it to perfection.
of sweet seriousness and naturalness.
Bella Shindle, the loquacious hair
Colin *Clemens took the part of dresser, of course, was “the hit.” Eve
Georglana’s lover, Dick Coleman, an lyn Stephenson in this part seemed to
officer of a United States regiment. enjoy herself quite as much as the
This character he presented admir audience enjoyed her. She was what
ably, giving It force and making It comedy press agents call a “scream,”
appeal to the audience.
and kept the house in laughter durSam Coast, Georgiana’s other suitor,
was an unusual character and not a
(Continued on Page Four.)

PROFESTOR CARL HOLIDAY
WILL REMAN A T MONTANA
It is a source of great satisfaction several new features into Montana's
to the faculty and student body of the I extension work—such as the "Bureau
University to learn that Professor Carl of Information,’’ which he personally
conducts. The class in journalism
Holliday has declined the offer of the
would assuredly voice protest against
war department to head the English his leaving their midst, and can con
department In the Philippine Univer gratulate rtve?n§eive§ upon being as
sity at Manila. Professor Holliday wax sured of hta co-operation next year.
Somewhat tempted by the Importance Professor Holliday expresses great
pf the ppsitfon wljlcli, beside a gener faith in the future of the University
ous salary, Included expenses fpr the under President Craighead, whom he
crpssing pf fylptself and fapiily w |t|| has Known since 1900, and is willing
household goods and foyr months1 vq- to cast his lot with the Montana fac
pqtipn evpry yp&r. Professor Hp|l|day ulty under such guidance, and keep up
capie tp us last September front Van? his present work for a bigger and bet
dvr bill University, and pas Introduced ter University,
I

TEAMS OFF.
The track team of the Uni
versity leaves tomorrow for Mos
cow, Idaho. Coach Heilman and
14 men will make the trip
against the U. of |. outfit. Word
has come fom the Idaho camp
that they have the best team in
their history, while Montana
certainly has a well-balanced
bunch. The men who will make
the trip are J. Brown, W. Brown,
Higgins, Jones, Stanley, Taylor,
Weidman, Craighead, Owsley,
Prescott, Olander, Templeton,
Lansing and Ronan.

STUDENTS HEAR
LANGMAID
Wednesday Convocation Addresed by a Faculty
Member.

IKE CRAWFORD GIRL’S CHORUS
CHOSEN “C A P ’
DELIGHTS ALL
THE GENIAL SAM WILL LEAD CONCERT GIVEN BY SCHOOL MUOUR BASKETBALL TEAM
j
SICIANS |S BETTER THAN
IN 1914-15.
|
WAS EXPECTED.

HAS HAD EXPERIENCE ORCHESTRA SPLENDID
NEXT YEAR WILL BE HIS FOURTH Unusually Well Trained Are the PerIN COLLEGE ATHLETIC8
formers and Everyone is More
AND PROSPECTS GOOD.
Than Pleased.
To those who know the value of a
The last number of the University
good leader, the news of Sam Craw Lecture Course was given Tuesday
ford’s election to the basketball cap
evening in Assembly Hall by the mu
taincy was the cause of much relief.
All due credit to Captain Cummins sic department under the direction of
because he had a hard squad to Miss Swenson and Professor De Loss
handle. We wish "the old Ike” much Smith. This is the only one of the
success and a championship team.
many delightful entertainments given
Crawford was Montana's most con
In this course that has been attended
sistent player during the past season.
His steadiness helped the team mate- | by a capacity house. It is deplorable
Hally and the advice of an old-tim er1 that the Missoula public and the Uni
was well taken. Ike has played for versity students have not wakened
a couple of years on a good normal sooner to the value of the course.
school team, being captain in his last
The concert marked the first for
year. He has gone through three
hard campaigns and knows the ropes. mal appearance of the Women’s Glee
When the team is going to pieces it Club and the University Orchestra,
will be Ike who gets them together. both of which have never before teen
His full name is Isaac Samuel Craw In public. The artistic finish with
ford, take your choice, '“Ike" or which the glee girls and the orchestra
gave their difficult numbers was a
"Sam.”
W ith another fast forward to help surprise to the large and appreciative
,
_
Cummlhs* piayTbe floor &nd a center, \ audience.
our team will be the fastest in the! The glee club numbers were sung
state. Be it far from us to prophesy with splendid effect and were so gen
a defeat for our Aggie friends, but erously applauded that the girls were
obliged to respond with many encores.
wait patiently and leave it to Ike.
The orchestra was greeted with equal
appreciation.
Professor Smith can not be too
w.
highly praised for his systematic or
ganizing and effective training of
these two musical bodies. #
Miss Swenson’s piano pupils played
with a pleasing sense of rhythm and
a well developed technique. They re
Bill Long is no more. It is now the flected most creditably the thorough
Reverend Mr. Long. The Sophomore work carried on during the year by
in question has been engaged to preach Miss Swenson in her piano courses.
at Arlee and Dixon during the coming
The accompaniments played by
year. It is a serious thing, this preach Mrs. De Loss Smith were charming
ing game, and Bill knows it. He tried and added greatly to the general a t
it on the reservation and they liked tractiveness of the musicales.
him, so asked for some more of his
The program and the participants
sermons. Bill is going back again appear below. The University has
each Sunday now. It is the opinion of cause to be proud of her fast devel
the writer that Bill gets away a whole oping School of Music. Its instruclot better than a good many of the ]
preachers around here.
(Continued on Page Four)

Professor Stephen E. Langmaid, in
structor in law at the university, ad
dressed the students at the regular
convocation yesterday morning. Pro
fessor Langmaid explained the law
yers to the other students in an in
teresting talk, giving as the reason for
his talk the need for some explanation
after the law^scfiool's self1-laudatory
edition of the Weekly Kaimin, recently
published.
The work, the aims, the trials of the
lawyer were explained by the speaker,
the address concluding with the read
ing from Cotton Mather, selected for
the benefit of the seniors in the law
school. The selection was from what
Professor Langmaid described as the
first address to American lawyers, and
follows:
“Gentlemen. Your opportunities to
do good are such, and so liberal and
gentlemanly is your education, that
proposals of what you may do cannot
but promise themselves an obliging
reception with you.
“A lawyer should be a scholar, but,
sirs, when you are called upon to be
wise tne main intention is that you
may toe wise to be good. A lawyer
that is a knave deserves death, mor«>
than a band of robbers; for he pro
fanes the sanctuary of the distressed
and betrays the liberties of the people.
To ward off such a censure, a lawyer
must shun all those indirect ways of
making haste to be rich, in which a
man cannot be Innocent; such ways
as provoked the father of Sir Matthew
Hale to give over the practice of law,
because of the extreme difficulty to
Toast F’rogram.
The second annual banquet of the
preserve a good conscience in it.
law school of the University of Mon C. E. Cameron ..........."The Last Lap’
"Sirs, be prevailed withal to keep tana was held a t the grill room of the
Ik . p . Kelly
...”Giire Me
constantly a court of chancery in your Palace cafe last night and was a very
My Diploma and Print I* in 0i/een”
own breast. This piety must operate enjoyable affair. The whole member
Wiedman .............."Oi 1 to 1Pony ■
very particularly in the pleading of ship of the school and a few mvliud K. H.
Dornblazer ’Bucking the Line”
causes. You will abhor, sirs, to ap guests were present, making a com P. L.
pear in a dirty cause. If you discern pany of just the right size to sustain D. C. Warren ........ ............"Gsitin g By”
that your ollent has an unjust cause, a spirit of cordiality and good fell ,w- I. E. Merrick ...... ........"Th-ji Promise"
you will faithfully advise him of iL.i ship throughout an evening of feast E. G. Smith ........... "Looking For*ard’’
You will be sincerely desirous that ing and speechmaking without allow Prof. L. J. Ayer, "<jetting b . Hundred”
truth and justice may take place. You Iing a single minute to become dull Harry Sewel, "My I.ast Love —the Taiw”
will speak nothing which shall be to Attorney A. N. Whitlock served us Prof. 8 . E. Langma.id, "Montana Law"
the prejudice of either.
You will toastmaster. He called upon many I. S. <“rawford......."The First Qu:irter”
abominate the use of all unfair arts present to respond to toasts. The fol ■ Prof. C. W. Leaphart ..........
................. "The Batchelor Prof'
to confound evidence, to browbeat tes- lowing program was arranged and was
”On Probeit ion”
carried out with but one or two ex i Mr. Hoblitt ...... ......
[judge J. B. Clay berg-........ .’ My 1Boys"
(Continued on Page Four)
ceptions.

SECOND
ANNUAL LA W FEED
I S A WONDERFUL SUCCESS

Ing everything they have. Another gift
American tour. These women are givMontana's meet with Washington was Christabel’s earnings for her a r
State was notable' in many respects. ticles, etc. And—seemingly proving
GOOD
In the matter of., records, Craighead that the.government wanted merely to
THINGS
established new ones for the state in break up the demonstration—at the
TO EAT
shot and discus; Jones broke the for end of the meeting a telegram came
mer state record in the half mile, and that Mrs. Pankhurst had been released.
Grocers to the South
in the javelin, a new event in Mon It was an Intensely interesting meeting,
tana, Craighead established a third and thousands of every sort of .women
Side
record.
were
there,
refined
and
delicate,
and
As a manifestation of conscientious
v.ork and good stiff training the rough and rapt, and devoted, and th
meet was much worth while. Every sort to whom it is merely a chance to
The only
man on the team made a creditable be conscious or only a phase
showing. We are all much pleased spinster experience, or of blighted mat
Short Mill Wood
With the work done.
That Is fair to Kaimin readers
rimonial arrangements — curable by
is sold by
marriage. They are desperately in ear
nest.
The
Polleys
Lumber
Last
night
again
heard
a
woman
Another Letter From
carry off the highest honors, and th<
Company
Underwood.
most spontaneous cheering of one o
(City saw mllL)
the most extraordinary platforms
Dry stove length, $4.60 per load
London, January, 1914.
ever expect to hear, and it was ai
Kindling
............... $3.76 per load
I got •on top of one of the huge
American woman with a thoroughl;
Office at the Mill.
Phone 414.
two-story automobile busses, in my
American nasality—which isn’t pleas
favorite place, the top front over the
ant after the mellow rich English
driver, where you can enjoy the un
tongue—and the preferred Americar
failing thrill of seeing how skillfully
oratory, too. I wanted to cry and yell
and how fast they put these huge
myself. Only I never do. It was Mrs.
things through crowded and narrow
Kate Richardson O’Hare of Texas, and
streets, and the joy of feeling that
and Company
she spoke from a platform of giants
everyone who disappears out of sight
of the socialist party at an inter
beneath you has been run over. Yon
national peace meeting. Those were
can get all the thrills of a long ride
great men—big men—men Of brains
in a real auto—-for tuppence ha’ penny.
A CLEAN STORE
and power and eloquence. It is Im
I am fond of it. I have all but had.
possible not to he affected somewhat
Good Goods
fails 20 times. They won’t stop for you
by their enthusiasm, no matter how
if you don’t Jopk important. You have
Right Prices
cynically scientific one is.
Three
to sprint to get on, and to jump off on
TRY US and SEE
the run. I saw a woman-—poorly great English leaders spoke, including
dressed to be sure—with a baby on her Kelr Hardie, and the president of thi
German Social Democracy, and Vanarm, get in on the run, while the “con”
kindly gave her a hand. I have talked derVelde, the greatest scholar of the
to several “cons.” They don’t have I movement, son-in-law of Karl Mar
MISSOULA TRUST &
time to eat or sleep. One said besides and the Belgian leader, and Jearie
SAVINGS BANK
Jeures, the French leader, reputed to
Officers
be one of the greatest orators of the
world. I couldn't understand a word
J. M. Keith . . . . President
8. J. Coffee . . . . Vice-Pres.
he said, but, although he made the
A R. Jacobs . . . . Cashier
longest speech, I -was thrilled with
R. C. Biddings, Asst. Cashier
the prodigious force of the man. AnaC
A
PIT A L.................. $200,000.06
tole France, perhaps the greatest liv8 U R P L U S .................
60.000.00
I Ing author, finished with a graceful
Three per cent Interest Paid on
[ and humorous address.
Savings Deposits.
I Consider what a desperate day’:
business I did today, after being in
London two months and all around
parliament and Westminster abbey
many times—I —went in. I walked on
Tennyson and Browning and the rest
of that sort—free; and paid a shilling
KEY WEST AND DOME8TIC
to see the royalties’ tombs, and hear
CIGARS.
the monotonous awe-struck tones of
the guide to the 14 kings and the
Pool and Billiards
funny wooden and wax funeral effi
DR. UNDERWOOD.
Pipes, Tobacco and Cigarettes
gies, to none of which I paid atten
Agents for JOHNSON’S SWEET
tion,
because
I
was
thinking
of
live
the hours—he lost time reporting the
CHOCOLATES.
incidents. In case someone complained, Englishmen. There are too many
“Meet Me at Kelly's”
he had tp report whether the “mut” servants in England* There is no dif
Florence Hotel Building
was at fault himself: Anybody who ficulty in any essential regard be
makes trouble for the “eon” is a “mut.” tween the head waiter of my hotel,
I have wrangled with geveraj, but you the Westgate at Oxford, the head li
don’t get anywhere, They do kill sev brarian of the- Bodleian, and the
eral hundred a year, but the occasional functionary at the London school and
For a Cup of
damages are smaller than the loss by the Westminster guide—all servants
alike are of antiquity and lords. I had
less speed and mere full gtgpg.
expesienceg
with
ail
of
them,
getting
You might like to know about the
Pankhurst demonstration, which was what I wanted: but making vain ef
wonderful. The newspaper reports all forts to get them to understand the
lie about it, and do not mention that possibility of injecting intelligence
Annie Kenney made a thrilling speech among their customary regulations.
Go to
from a stretcher. She ig a sick "mouse” Even the devil Is an official in Lon
don.
Last
night
I
took
my
favorite
—starving and forcible feeding. (The
reference is to the so-called “cat and stroli on the Strand:—and I came to
mouse” act, by which the government Dante’g Inferno—do you remember li
releases the women after they have in Missoula?—and they had a red
starved themselves nearly to death, devil Jn horns and with a tail in front’
simply to re-arrest them as goon as of the theater. Now that seemed so
THE
they have in a measure recovered). fitting—the prpper divinity of all the
Whatever o n e 's opinion Of their Wis region from Buckingham palace to
WESTERN
MONTANA
dom, their spirit is magnificent, They the bank, that I did phelgance. 1
NATIONAL BANK
are organizing an army like Ulster. waved hint a cheerful salute, as 1
“General” Flora Drummond Is pictur should havg done in New York. He
esque and forcible, Mrs, Dacre Fox is merely looked at me in a solemn and
CAPITAL................... $300,000.00
magnificent, Women can b® orators, hurt way. as if I had attempted fa
S U R P L U S ..................
60,000.00
especially when at blood-heat with miliarity With the Bodleian librarian,
anger. Mrs. Pankhurst was met by the or a head waiter, or the head “boots”
G. A Wolf . . President
naval minister and two battleships, and at the ivanhee, er a "bobby,"
I almost forgot my main item. I
J. H. T. Ryman . Cashier
taken around the coast to elude the
waiting “army.” So she was not there, went to see Lllah McCarthy In “Nan,”
but the government lost a lot by the in order to gloat over you. She Is
move, because yesterday there were wonderful. I have seen her four Peoples Shoe Repair Shop
tires and cathedral disturbances all times. I think she does both, grief
106 South Third
over England. It really is “war.” I and passion with too terrible realism Apprenticed mechanic, make* of boots
Assouan, Upper Egypt,
don’t know but it may bg ffr® pnfy way
and shoes to order.
to get anything from this gtppfd coun
NO FACTORY WORK
Get one of fhqse Glee club and Or- Original and Guaranteed Work. Give
try. The collection was $7Q,Q()0; besides
a <j§ndy pic
the loose collection, and lots of jewelry; che.fra pbofqgpftphg.
W? » ?«•»*!•
§tqdio.
$16,000 came from Mrs. Pankhurst’s ture and opiy
Pat Npjap, Proprietor.
THE MEET.f. <
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CONSOLIDATION.

1 tion necessary to support four state
colleges.

As to the location of a consolidated
The question of consolidating Mon
tana’s higher institutions into one university, in case Montana decides
large University has been definitely for one, that also will be determined
revived. A law has'been proposed later by the votes of the people. We
which will provide for the establish of the University, of course, see no
ing of such a University at Missoula reason why Missoula should not be
or at Bozeman together with one the chosen spot. It remains to be
thousand acres of land in addition to seen whether or not others will share
the college grounds. The unton will in our appreciation of the city’s ad
include the state university, the state vantages. We realize to the fullest
agricultural college and the Butte
extent the beauties of this situation
School of Mines, the state normal 'col
lege at Dillon Is n o t, to beJ qo^nspli- the climate, the hundred and one good
natural qualities which would serve
dated.
The proposition is, to be submit a large university as woll as thoy
ted by the initiative' and referendum have served a smaller one. There is
_£rocess to ^every citizen of Montana •too. the precedent of Florida, Wiseon
next fall, the petitions for it are al sin and other state universities by
ready written. Concerning the ques which the agricultural colleges oi
tion itself and the conditions of de those states have been absorbed
ciding it there seems to be a wide Many of the new citizens in eastern
misapprehension in the state. Wheth Montana, noticeably • in the vicinity
er or not the consolidation takes of Malta, are graduates of state uni
place will depend upon the vote of versities; they favor naturally the!
the people of the state; the location absorption of the agricultural colleges
There is a great necessity just now
will be decided in the same way and
must b§ either at Missoula or Boze of presenting this question fairly and
man; no other cities are to be al squarely to everyone in the state.
lowed, according to the proposed law, This can be largely done by the stu
dents themselves. Every one here
as prospective sites.
The consolidation plan has, in the at Montana should familiarize him
eyes of prominent educators in the self with the situation and be pre
state, perhaps more advantages than pared to explain it.
are generally recognized. Montana’s
FROM THE COACH.
population is too sparsely settled, its
citizens are not wealthy enough to
Coach Heilman says .of the meet:
afford four institutions. The money
now divided between them would “I was well satisfied with the Per
equip and support a university that formances of the team, with one or
would equal any in America. The two exceptions. With the remaining
duplication of courses is a waste of weeks spent in good, hard work we
money; for instance, the cost of ought to win the triangular meet 1
equipping four chemistry laboratories appreciated especially the attitude of
if centered upon one would make it! most-of the team men toward hard
vastly more efficient. The same du training and hard work. I think
plication of faculties exists at pres- I prospects for the rest of the season
ent. There are employed how at the are very bright.’’
various institutions hundreds of in
structors; half the number would ably
VACATION.
fulfill the demands of a consolidated
Two special issues of The Kaimin
university.
Many educators and social psychol have appeared during the last two
ogists urge the “stimulus of, the weeks. The Laws and the Freshmen
crowd,” present at a great Univer have most ably demonstrated their
sity, as a prime means towards edu talents for handling (and it was gent
cation, valuing highly the information ly hinted horns, also, but we won’t
and general knowledge which, is un say that) along with their numerous
consciously assimilated from that other accomplishments.
source.
We most thoroughly enjoyed the
The provision for a thousand acres short respite from “Kaimin duty” (we
of land assures the possibility for speak of the. editorial portion of the
actual experimental agriculture to be staff; we fear the business managers
made the basis of the farming de and the ’17 reporters were busier
than ever.)
partment.
There are a variety of further rea
We compliment most sincerely the
sons in support of consolidation and “inter-regnum editors” upon . their
chief among them are the open ex clever management of the college
pressions throughout the state against paper—and return gadjy to the;
the expense and high rate of taxa- ( grind!

Barber&Marshall

Henley, Eigeman
G rocers

Owen Kelly

Good Coffee a.nd
Quick Lunch

The Coffee Parlor

s

U N IV E R S IT Y S O C IE T Y

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

GRACE MATHEWSON.
K a p p a Bal Poudre.

The pavilion was the scene of a
beautiful party on Friday evening
when the members of Kappa Kappa

The hostesses were Mesdames
George Coffman, David Mason, Shir
ley Thaner, Misses Cecfle Johnson,
Ona Sloane, Maude McCtillocgh, Eva
Coffee, Mary Elrod, Ann Rector, Doro
thy Sterling, Gertrude Skinner, Grace
Leary, Jessie Railsback, Ruth Cronk,
Grace Mathewson, Frances Bird-all,
Irene Murray. Abbie Lucy, Marjorie
Ross, Dorothy Polleys, Isabel Ronan,
Annabel Ross, Mildred rngalts, Ruth
Worden, Helen McLeod, Gladine Lewis.

Gamma entertained at a Bal Poudre.
Yellow streamers, foliage and ever
greens formed an effective background
for the dancers whose powdered hair
gave a pretty touch to the scene. Dur
ing the grand march the guests were
provided with tiny candles which
yielded the only light during the final Miss Heyward Married.
Miss Gladys Heyward, ’13, and Mr.
figure—a great K—extending from end
Abbott Silva of the United States for
to end of the hall.
Mrs. H. T. Wilkinson and Mrs. F. C. estry service were married in Hamil
ton, the bride’s home, a t noon on
Scheuch, patronesses of the sorority,
Thursday. Both are well known to
assisted the young ladles in receiving
university people, Mrs. Silva having
their guests. Fruit punch was served
taken the last two years of her col
during the evening by Misses Ruth
lege course here. They are making
McHaffie, Margaret Beck, Dorothy
their home in a new bungalow at Trap
Wilkinson, Ruth Keith and Charlotte |
Stone. The latent dance music was per creek.
furnished by the Empress orchestra.
The programs were dainty affairs of I Fudge Party.
Misses Helen Gillette and Kathryn
suede in the fraternity colors—the two
Sutherlin entertained a number of the
shades of blue.

MISS FINLEY IS ELECTED
QUEN OF THE
\[

STUDENTS WORK
WITH RADIUM ORE
ROY WILSON AND EDWARD AL
LEN PERFORM INTERESTING
MINERAL EXPERIMENTS.

Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
I Craig hall girls at a delightful fudge i
party in Miss Gillette's room on Sun- j
day evening.
Their guests w ere!
Misses Lucille Thompson, Beatrice i
Tabor, Mary Brown, Patsy O’Flynn, j
Kathryn Murr, Phyllis and Lila Carri- j
gan, Carol O'Donnell, Louise Webber,
Florence Ingham, Evelyn Stephenson, j
—
The Y. W. C. A. cabinet met Tues
day noon and discussed plans for giv
ing a cafeteria lunch just after the j
May day dances. This will be done so
that the people who come to see the
dances on the campus may obtain
supper and remain for the carnival in
the evening. If satisfactory arrange
ments can be made with the A. S. U. j
M. in regard to the proceeds from this
arrangement the Y. W. C. A. will serve
the lunch on the lawn near science j
hall in cafeteria style. The price will
be reasonable.
The Y. W. C. A. will hold a candy
sale in Main hall just before the play
Thursday sight. Every member of
the Y. W.. C. A. will contribute candy
toward this sale.

LOGICAL
E

IS

PHILLIPS THESIS
The thesis of Paul C. Phillips, sub
mitted as one of the requirements for
the degree of doctor of philosophy in
history |n the graduate school of the
University of Illinois, has just been
published by that university. There
have been several favorable criticisms
of the work, and it is soon to be re
viewed by the historical magazines.
The subject of the thesis Is “The
West |n the Diplomacy of the Ameri
can Revolution." It is one of a long
series of University of Illlhola mono
graphs on the Illinois country, two of
which, by Carter and Cole, have won
prises from the American Historical
Association- In the essay Dr, Phillips

A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.

F IN E S T A T IO N E R Y
When writing letters nice stationery is an important factor—It often
means much for the writer. Our stock is full of atr&ctlve sizes and
colors and represents everything new and up-to-date.

M ISSO U L A DRUG CO M PANY
HAMMOND BLOCK

UNITED
CLOTHES
SHOP

QUALITY COUNTS

We specialize on suits
and overcoats at one
price.
No more $15.00 No less
Equal to Others at $25.00.

Interesting and successful experi
ments with radium ore have been car
Doctor Elrod wishes to call the a t
8ENIOR GIRL WILL BE HEAD OF
ried on lAtely by Roy Wilson and tention of Montana students to the
THE MAY FE8TIVAL BY THE
Edward Allen, geology students of the excellent opportunities of the two
CHOICE OF THE GIRL8.
weeks course at the biological station,
U niversity of M ontana.
Flathead viake. The station is at Yel
At a meeting of the Women’s League
A number of distinct impressions low Bay,;on the eastern shore, where
on Wednesday noon at which sixty-six *were made on photographic plates the University owns 87 acres with a
of the women of the University were through objects generally mougnt to mile and a half share line. It 1s an
present, Catherine Finley '14, was be absolutely opaque. In one case, Ideal spot for biological research, the
elected May Queen for 1914 by a small upon a sensitized plate in an ordinary Mission hiouritaiVs rise abruptly from*
the water, offering both the forest
rpalorl^y. Miss Finley will lead the plate holder, was placed a key. The
and meadow animal life. Excellent
procession of attendants and dancers light shield was put into place and a boating and fishing make the sport
piece of radium ore was placed, upon
who will take part in the festival the shield and left in position for ing side of the course attractive, but
dances and winding of the Maypole on about two hours. When developed the the real object is to promote field
May 8. The affair will be held as plate contained a' clear impression of study in both elementary and ad
vanced botany and zoology. As the
usual on the oval and will probably the key.
Some idea of the penetration of the number to be accommodated is 11moccur in the later afternoon, rather
than in the early evening as formerly. peculiar rays from this element may ited, immediate application is neces
At the meeting Miss Sutherlin spoke be had when we consider that the sary to insure. reservation of tents.
of the urgency of a large number of ore which was about the size of a Information can be received from the
girls participating in the remaining hen’s egg, contained only a minute Director of the Biological1 Station,
University of Montana.
practices.
These will be held dally particle of radium.
from now until May 8 and will be a r
ranged in half-hour, periods both in
the afternoons and evenings. A large
number of girls pledged their attend
ance at the rehearsals and in order to
attempt the dances these pledges must
be kept That, indeed, seems the only
alternative since the Maypole has be
come a tradition, and a very charming
one, at the University.
At the practice held in the gym on
Wednesday evening, there was an en->
couraglng increase in attendance.
There Is need still,' however, of more
co-eds. Every one whether sHe has
time or not, should devote herself to
making this affair a success.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
and box shooks.

That’s wny you will always
find the expert in any line
using equipment that possesses
QUALITY.
In sport the same thing holds
good. The fellow who has m ade,
a record and a name for himself invariably recognizes the neces- '
sity of being properly equipped.

Your inspection invited.

SPALDINF QUALITY IS
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PEERS & WHITE
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314 Higgins Avenue
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Royal Bakery
Home Made Bread,

7112nd Ave.
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Seattle, Waeh.

J

Dr. R. H. Nelson
Dentist
Room 46 Higgins Block
Phone 1009
Missoula, Mont,

Cakes, Pies, Rolls,
Cookies and Doughnuts
Hot Cross Buns Every Friday
Bell 415. 531 So. Higgins. Ind. 1687

Missoula Hotel

J. A. Cavander
GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
Construction and Repairs. Fixtures,
Bells, Batteries, Etc.
Both Phones
318 Higgins Ave.

Jas. A. Walsh. Mgr.
Steam Heat
Eleetrio Light
Electric Beils and Telephones in
ASS Rooma.

has shown to what extent'.and in what
respects the Mississippi Valley was a HAWTHORNE CLUB
Student Photographer
subject of diplomatic negotiations in
HAS GOOD MEETING
the America^? Revolution. No authori
New Location 138 Higgins
ty has gone into the influence of the
Osteophathic Physician
great French statesman, Vergennes, as SEVERAL OF THE MEMBER8 REN
DER DELAMATORY SELEC
has Dr. Phillips. The work fills a book I
Rooms 118, 119, 120, 121
TIONS.
of about three hundred pages.
2nd Floor First National Bank Bldg. European.
H. L. S h a p a rd , Prop.
For the establishment of the facts
of the thesis, Dr. Phillips searched the
HOTEL SHAPARD
We
are
dispensers
in
all
The Hawthorne Literary Society
Missoula, Mont.
government archives at Washington,
Misses’ Ready-to-Wear
London and Paris, in addition to the held its weekly session on Monday
Private Baths.
Steam Ileat.
night,
the
program
consisting
of
read
reading of ail available printed matter.
Goods
Hot and Cold Water.
Cafe and Bar.
ings by Mae Pope, “The Path of
Also many Spanish documents ob
Learning; Bruce Hopper, “The Call
tained from the French ambassadors I
' We sell Missoula REAL E8TATE
were found In the French foreign office. of the Wild,’’ and Cora Harmon, "Col
"Economists to the Peoole.”
and write FIRE and othe** classes of
Much was taken from French manu lege Traditions.” Plans for a ban
INSURANCE.
scripts in the Blbliotheque Nationale at quet Friday night. May 5, were
Paris, which never before had been passed. Gordon W atkins was elected
W.
H. SMEAD COMPANY
toastmaster
and
Professor
and
Mrs.
used, much less translated into Eng
Phone 213.
Mlssmsla, Mont.
lish. While abroad he had the help I Philips chaperones. A measure limit
of several distinguished English and ing the membership to forty was also
passed,
and
added
to
the
constitution
French scholars in using the materials
For good shoe repairing, students
see ua, The
in Paris and London, It was written11amendment. The society is flourish
under the direction of Professor Al ing and shows a keen literary interest
NEW METHOD
ford of the University of Illinois, the among university students..

Dr. A sa W illard

Ward Studio

THE LEADER

Picture Frames
Art Goods

authority on the French settlements hr
A BAD BLUNDER.
the Mississippi Valley.
According to advance posters there
The ability of Dr, Phillips along his
Will be a circus in town during track
torical lines has been recognized by I
the Mississippi Valley Historical So week. This surely must be an over
ciety which meets In Grand Forks, sight on the part of the circus man
North Dakota, the last week in May. agers for no one with a sane mind
There he will read a paper on “Con could think of wasting time and money
temporary Opinions Regarding the on the tlme-woCq elephant, with his
Possession of the Mississippi Valley | coterie of chained monkeys when
Montana's brawn is being displayed in
during the American Revolution."
athletic contests.

Montana U is the beat place to go.

Simons Paint and i Shoe Repair Factory
Bell 370 Blk.
322 N. Higgins Ave.
Paper House
12 Higgins Avenue

iWe Make a Specialty of
Picture Framing

GEORGE MILLER,
The Barber
Under the First National
Bank Building

McKay Studio
Higgins Block.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTI8ER8
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IS Fi

hood. You may, gentlemen, if .you
please, be a vast accession to the fe
licity of your countries. Perhaps you
may discover many things yet wanting
in the law; mischiefs in the execution
and application of the laws, which
Offers specially attractive inducements to those
ought to be better provided against;
persons who are fastidious in their demands for
HOPPER AND EITHER TEMPLE mischiefs annoying of mankind,
artistic work in printing. Student societies and
against which no laws are yet pro
TON OR LONG Wjjlti GO TO
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing
vided. The reformation of the law
DEER LODGE FOR STATE.
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print
and more law for the reformation or | “An Association of Eastern College
the world is what is mightily called | p apers has just completed its organi
shop exactly what they require. The men who
Bruce Hopper, ’17, will represent the for."
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line;
zation at the Pulitzer School of JourUniversity of Montana In the Inter
to them printing is more than the mere sticking
I nalism at Columbia,” says the Chris
collegiate oratorical contest to be held
“HER ON WAY”
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They
tian Science Monitor. Its purpose is
at Deer Lodge on the evening of May
1 His oration on “The Unhonored
to improve college journalism. Its.
understand the real art pf printing. This is why
(Continued From Page One.)
Service of the Press,” won first place
membership includes the Amherst Stu
Missoulian- printing is pleasing to those who in
in the recent tryout, and Hopper is
dent, Brown Herald, Columbia Specta
sist upon having fine work. To the student who
expected to put up an excellent race ing her numerous scenes.
tor, Cornell Sun, Hamilton Life, H ar
has individual needs in this direction The Missou
for the state championship.
Gregory Powell filled very ably in vard Crimson, Haverford News, Ho
lian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic
. At the state extemporaneous con deed, the role of Stephen Carley. It bart Herald, Yale News, Williams
Record, Union Concordiensis, Daily |
test which will be held in connection
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon
was a hard part to manage but Mr. Princeton, the Pennsylvanian La Faywith the oratorical Contest, either
the care used in the selection of material. We
Payne Templeton ,’16, or William Powell showed a thorough understand-I ette> Michigan Daily, Syracuse Daily |
ask consideration when any printing work is proj
Long, ’16, will speak for Montana. Ing of it and acted it in a most ef- | Orange, the Dartmouth, Colgate Madlected. We are sure that we can please you.
Templeton took first honors in the ex fectlve manner. Diana Uline, as his | sonieusis, Vermont Cynic, the Wesleyan
>. (The papers published at womtemporaneous Contest, but the track wife, Louise Carley, al~o had several
en’s colleges are not admitted to- the
team is bidding strongly for his sup
difficult situations to meet. These association “because f inexpediency,”
port in the meet to be held with Idaho
West Main Street, Missoula.
she
acted
with
real
artistic
ability
and
(he members
not prejudice”).
university on May 2.
The foremost plan of the association
Long and Templeton have run neck succeeded in making her part live.
. and neck in oratorical work for the
The other humorous element in the is to to offer medals during the coming
past two years and Montana will be play was Mrs. Carley, §5r., the grand year fpr the best journalistic work done
strongly supported by either.
mother who could not quite realize by college' editors and reporters, Each
that her hair ought to be gray ana newspaper ig entitled to two entries for
each meda|, one for the best editorial,
GIRLS CHORUS GOOD that there were other things than so the other fpr the best news story, An
At Moderate Prices at
cial prestige and money, Amy Brqsven gave this part splendidly, Her in other p)an recommended by speakers
(Continued From Page One.)
I of the association is- for alumni boards
terpretation of the extreme narrow
of control to supplant the present sys
136 Higgins Avenue.
tors are of the best, and the work ness and lightness of the old lady tem of faculty supervision so widely
accomplished is of the highest merit. was admirable and better still it was used pleas were made by prominent
---------------------------------------------|
The concert of Tuesday evening was really mirth provoking.
speakers at the last meeting of the aeEleanor Lutes as Lizzie the maid,'
tangible proof of these facts.
For Up to the Minute
| sociatjon for means to guard against
and Stuart McHftffie, a§ the butler, inaccuracy dpe to inexperience in re
The Program.
CLOTHING, HATS,
were equally good in their parts and porting; also fpr a simple, cqncjse,
Largo- (Handel) Orchestra.
A Day in Venice (Nevin-Spross), j added greatly to the fun and human plain style,
CAPS AND
a. A Morning in St. M ark ’s S q u are, interest in the play. Neither Of the
The Present condition pf American
FURNISHINGS
b. In the Gondola. Glee Club.
roles was the conventional servant college jpv!pna|i§m. as a whole, will
Spanish Dances Nos. 1 and 2 (Mosz- type character; both were difficult bear improving: The new organization
1,500 New Nobby Spring
SEE
• fcowski) Piano Quartette.
. arts very well given.
ought to unify its aims and raise its
a. Berceuse, “Jocelyn” (Godard);
The faithful, even desperate, prac- standard of value and nee,
Patterns—Made for You
'.bi Second Valse (Godard), Orchestra. I ticlng of the cast And the work of Mrs.
A Day in Venice (Nevin-Spross). Maclepd wore well repaid. For though
c. A Love'Song. d.. Farewell. Glee the play was worked UP i n 'a very GORDEN WATKINS
125 Higgins Ave
NO
Club.,
short time its ssiecesg was much greatMORE
RECEIVES HONOR
' Serenade d’Amour* (Blon); Minuet er , than was expected,
TH AN $20
^(Paderewski),, Orchestra.
The: seat sale wftg remarkable, go
^ a. They Met on the Twig of a that the A. S. U. M. will be consider-- DEBATING STAR ACCEPT? SCHOL
Chestnut Tree (Robinson); b. In ably richer when Manager BUSha
ARSHIP AT THE UN|yER§!TY
May Time (Speaks) c. Will o’ the I (Urn» over the proceeds to it.
OP ILLINOIS.
Wisp .(Spross) Glee Club.
By the way the great success of
Peer Gynt Suite (Grieg); a.
Le the play was due largely fo the effi
Matin, b. La Mort d’Ase; c. La ciency of its m anager and his sys
A scholarship in sociology at the
Dancse d’Anitra; Piano Quartette.
University of Illinois is the latest honor
tematic advertising.
Barcarolle “Tales of Hoffman,” Of
conferred upon Gorden Watkins, presi
fenbach, Glee Club and Orchestra.
dent of tii© Senior dags, ¥.• m, c , a~,
109 E. Main St.
M iss o u la .
An Exclusive Church.
Glee Club.
An old darkey wanted to join a fash and manager of dpt>8-tP§ and gratpry.
Frances Birdsall, Mary Brown, Ed ionable city church and the minister, Mr. Watkins also had possibilities at
V ____________
na Chadwick, Eunice Dennis, Anna
knowing that it was hardly the thing Columbia and California but has ac
2 fo r25*
Foley, Gussle Gilliland, Alice Hardencepted
the
Illinois
scholarship
because
to do, and not wanting to hut t h's
STEIN & MITCH
burgh, Hazel Hawk, Esta Holmes,
feelings, told him to go home and pray of the nearness to his heme in Joiiet,
Ruby Jacobson, Grace Jones, Lilia Lo
TAILORS
over it. In a few days the darkey 111, The apppintffl§nt begins Septem
gan, Florence Lemmon, Grace Mathber i, 19)4, and includes a stipend ef All work made by us is guaranteed for
came hack.
For Lunches and Homeewson, Kathryn Murr, Irene. Murray,
“Well, what do you think of it by 5250, and exemption frem all fees for style and F|t, First Claes Workman
Carol ; O’Donnell, Vera Pride, Tina
Made Pastry see
ship.
graduate study, Mr, Watkins has es
this
time?”
the
preacher
asked.
Pritchard, Helen Rudd, Gertrude
“Well, sah,” replied the colored man, tablished an enviable record while at Room 4, Second Floor Gibson Block
Skinner, Irene Shope, Florence Shull,
“Ah prayed and prayed an’ the good the U, of M„ and both for his scholarly
Evelyn Stephenson, Kathryn Suther112 East Cedar
Lawd he say3 to me, ‘Rastus, ah and forensic ability we feel proud of
|t h e
corner
sto re
Un, Beatrice Tabor, Evelyn Thomas,
wouldn't bother mah haid about dat him as a representative of his Alma
Lucile Thompson, Diana Uline.
We
cater
to
University
students.
no mb,’ Ah been tryln’ to get into dat | Mater ln graduate work.
Piano.
See us for candies and school supplies.
t | church mahse'f fo' de las’ 20 years an’
First Quartette—Lenore Hemmlck,
Across the street from the High School.
ONLY SURFACE COLORING.
Ah
done
had
no
luck.’
”
M. F. Nesbit, Joe Sibert
Jessie Lease, Elaine Ward, Mary
(Formerly Denton’s.)
Brown. Second quartette—Enid Wal
‘“Mamma, hat’s that stuck in papa'
Agents
FROM COOKING NOTEBOOKS.
lace, Arva Willoughby, Constance
throat?''
Bachellor, Grace Mathewson.
Mother—That's papa’s Adam’s ap
1. Lemon jelly—He was too -soft
Attention, Faculty!
Orchestra.
ple.
Scandinavian American
LET
Piano, Alice Hardenburgh; violins, for me..
Willie—And
did
h©
swallow
it
green?
2. My plumb pudding looked good
Elmer' Jor, Mabel Lyden, C. C. Clap
P§ttitt, Newlon and Gage
Plate Bank
Mother—Don't be grotesque,' dear;
anyway.
per, Mary Brown, C, Bol, Forest
WRIT? Y§UR INSURANCE
3. To make batteries, mix dry in papa wears a bras3 collar button.—
MI§§§ULA, M9NTANA
Owens, Shirlie Shunk; Cello, Greggy
I Cornell Widow.
Fullerton; Cornets, Roy Wilson, Har gredients with water.
y o u PAN'? P¥?A(p THE
General Banking
ry Wenzel; Trombones^ Olen Erb,
There’s rppjn for you at Montana U.
Editor—.“This Joke is not new.”
SHINES
Business Transacted.
Archie Hoel; Bass, Claude C.' Mil
Freshman—“It has never been print
at the
ler; Piccolo, Will Long.
ed before.”
3 per cent Paid on Sav
Missoula Shoe §hinjng Rarlpr
, Editor—“It was an awful oversight
117 Higgins Aye.
Chairs for Ladles
ing? Deposits.
LANGMAID GIVES TALK on the part of Noah, then.”

TO BE H U M

The Missoulian

Missoulian Publishing Company

HOT AND COLD LUNCHES
The Nonpareil Confectionery

Get that Easter
Suit Now

L IN K 'S

$15

STANDISHUtf®

Scotch Woolen
Mills

J

COLLAR

QUICK LUNCH

Model Laundry Co
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- -. (Continued from Page One.)

Millspaugh (in history class)—“Of
course I don’t mean by that, that my
father was an ape. Te-he-he.”

timonie?, to suppress what may j
light in. the case.
“There has been an old complaint
“Now is the time for all good sti^that a good lawyer is seldom a good dents" to concoct some new school
neighbor. You know how to confute yells and songs. We’re woefully lackit, gentlemen, by making your skill in ‘ng in ‘his matter. If you’ve got a
the law a blessing to your neighbor- Jlittle talent in this direction, get busy.

Metropole

Riverside Market
§IGN§ QF ThjE TIMES.

Our Specialty is

Fine Hair Cutting
Thomson & Marlenee
Corner Basement at Nonpareil
140 North Higgins Ave.

Peck—There is pne sign that should
be placed over every letter box in (he
city.
Sniffr-rWhat is that ?
Peck—-“P°st UP bills.”—Ex.

Fpr Fines) Mo-lts
Give us a trig)
529 South Higgins Ave.

Both phenes

Fpp “§yA U T Y " Cell
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T. B U S H A
Gets in Rather Bad.

A G G I E S
8how

MONTANA
S

P

O

R

T

T E N N I S

S
Shows Well Against W. S. C.

Little Class.

Contests Arranged For.

“PEG" LANSING

M O N TA N A DEFEATED
BY P A L O U S E S Q U A D
When the final score was added up
in Saturday's meet, we exceeded our
expected score by a t least 20 points
The Washington men were surprised at
the high-class performances and give
us due credit for a good fight. The
meet was close and exciting all the
way and every event was a real con
test. Our team competed against the
beet team In the Northwest and our
showing makes every Montana man
feel sorry for the Aggies. Oldtlmers
say that the team looks better than
ever before and the stato championship
seems a reality unless all dope is upset.
When Montana took two places in
the first event everyone began to have
hopes of Montana’s making a good
showing. Everybody had conceded the
visitors first and second in the 100,
but Jim Brown took a good second and
Stanley nosed a Washington man out
for third. Brown lead all the way to
the sixty-yard mark, but lacked the
finish of the older and more experi
enced man.
The next surprise was the mile run.
Ccptain Taylor showed the same nerve
that has made him* a state champion
and took second place after a hard
race. After trailing for three laps he
sprinted on the last quarter and beat
Hansen of Washington for second.
While these races were going on Ed
Craighead had broken the state record
In the shotput, winning from Curran
by a few inches. This was a big su r
prise because Bid had not been doing
well in practice.
Washington added 6 points to her
score when Cooke and Qulmby took
first and third in the 220-yard dash.
Brown was a good second and Stanley
was beaten for third by a few inches.
Montana won second and third places
in the pole vault from Monroe of
Washington. The Washington man was
easily the best and went over the bar
• with ease. Montana promises to be
strong in this event and with a little
more practice will make the Aggie
vaulters go 11 feet to beat them.
Montana was unfortunate in the high
hurdles when Ronan was disqualified
for knocking down four hurdles. At
the finish he was a good second and
fast gaining on McCloskey of the
Washington team.
Craighead again came to our rescue
when he won the discus. The state rec
ord of 111 feet was bettered nearly
7 feet when he hurled the wooden
plate 117 feet 9 inches.
(Continued on Page Six)

H. H. Bateman
and Company.

B U S H A ORDERS
SWEATERS

Sulphur Smoke from the
Hell Gate
After two weeks' vacation and the
opportunity of reading some real sport
stuff, we feel like the bush league
pitcher who is put in the game after
the other team has the game on ice.

We were not amazed when we
learned that Ingrahm had won the
Dope Shows That Montana
half-mile in the Aggie-Pullman meet.
Mess With Traveling
Has a iBetter Team Than
He is a good man and is credited
with very good work this year. Jones
Man.
College.
is not running up to form this year
and had a hard time beating Pull
A week or two ago a band of ball man’s half-miler who was beaten eas
The Champions of the Northwest
players, who choose to call themselves ily by Ingrahm. Maybe before the Conference in Track and Field Ath
meet we can get Jones into best
the university team, went to Bonner
letics have come and gone. The same
condition, but the chances are slim.
to play a game. Before they left two
may be said with respect to the visit
of the players got to talking with a
The track was in good condition on of the westerners to the College of
man who was representing a sweater Saturday and the visitors were well Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. In
firm and who wished to sell the bunch pleased with conditions. The run neither instance was a Montana team
some sweaters. Sheridan . told the ways for the jumps and the vault returned the victor in the contest with
drummer that it sounded good to him were the only bad part of track. If the speed boys from Washington. But
but that he’d have to see the man a little clay was mixed with the cin that does not mean that the Varsity
ager. So the agent went after Owsley, ders on these stretches our track athletes and the Aggie track men did
who said that the boys were think would be ideal. At that “Dock” is a not put up a good battle and in several
ing of buying sweaters. It was de good ground keeper and we are events prove themselves the superior
cided that the team would purchase mighty grateful for his active inter of even the Champions from W ash
their supply from this man, who est in the track.
ington.
would get his money at Missoula.
With respect to the coming Triangu
One
good
thing
about
competing
lar Meet, which is to be held the sec
Owsley said, “My name’s Busha. I’ll
against
a
better
team
is
the
effect
it
ond
week in May, all that can be said
be at Craig hall on the university
grounds and you may meet me there has on training. Most of the team for the Varsity’s chances is, perhaps,
at 7:30 tomorrow (Sunday) evening. •who lost are trying harder than ever and then too, perhaps not. This dope
The next day the enterprising drum to come back. We have still three gotten from a comparison of scores
mer walked up the Dorm steps, rung weeks before we try our powers never did amount to anything, and
against the state's best athletes, so it probably never will give an accurate
the bell and asked for Busha. He
line on the result of coming events;
was told that Busha wa3 not there will sure pay to train.
but at any rate, it forms a sort of basis
but the agent decided he would wait
Here goes some more of the grand for testing the strength of the two
there for him. Finally after asking all
old dope. We lost to Pullman 51 to rival institutions that are to compete
visitors where he would find Busha he
84, with every event contested. Boze on Montana University Field on the
learned that he lived at the Sigma Chi
man lost 37 1-2 to 93 1-2, with points
house. He called up the frat house, for the javelin, hammer and 220-yard aforementioned date. It must be re
but Busha, he was told, was out of dash not counted. It looks to us as if membered that the Miners come in for
town. A few days later Busha re the Bozeman score should be about consideration in the above said con
test whose shadow, even now is being
ceived the following message:
40 to 96.
cast before it. But as there is noth“Dear Sir: I called a t the Craig
hall last night according to appoint
For the first time in years the knock them down. When he sees the
ment but found that you was out of the track team is training hard and ev new light hurdles he will be tempted
city, so thought I would drop you a ery Individual is working to beat to put on a shin guard and set a
card before I leave. Now if you want some other man out of a place. The record.
to order them coats for the boys let competition is keen in the low hur
me know at once. You can leave a dles and the dashes. The more com
The lanes for the low hurdles have
call here at the Victoria hotel, and I petition there is the harder the men not been measured for three or four
will meet you a t any time. If you work, so conditions are -ideal.
years and it would be a good plan to
are intending to fit out the team I can
run out the distances again. All of
give you a very good proposition.
Our team is going to show those the men have been complaining that
Thanking you in advance I am yours Idaho men how Montana can come the hurdles did not come in their
back. Next Saturday will see a close- stride. Pullman’s veteran hurdler Mc
very truly, E. O. Smith.”
Closkey says they are not right; it
| ly contested meet at Moscow.
seems to us that he would come pret
A woodpecker lit on a Freshman’s
We are badly in need of our new ty near knowing.
head,
hurdles. The sooner they get here
And settled down to drill.
Here’s all kinds of luck to Captain
the
better. Ronan says that he is go
With all his might he pecked till night
ing to put a row of spikes on the Crawford and may his basketball
And finally broke his bill.
tops of his hurdles so he will not team break the jinx.
(by no means original.)

Union Market
Meets your meat needs.

DRUGS, BOOKS
AND STATIONARY
Bsll 260 Red

Ind. 1666

Home Plate
Pool and Billiard Hall.
Cigars, Cigarette, Tobacco and
Candy. Best billiard and pool
tables in town.
WM. McBRIDE, Prop.
103 W. Front St.

Phone 1334 J

AGGIES BEATEN
BADLY

Owsley Gets Sophomore Into

'E M P R E S S

8ee Our Fine Display of Poultry

327 N. Higgins Avenue

T E N N IS T O U R N E Y
P L A N N E D F O R MAY

T O D A Y 'S F B O O B A U

Two-Part Reliance Feature
BOTH PHONES
Bell 117

Ind. 431

The God Father

130-132 Higgins Avenue

Presenting Owen Moor in an
allegorical gem. A masterful
presentation of sociological evo
lution.

“How Is Your Coal Pile?"

KEY8TONECOMEDY

The Perry Coal
Company
J. M. SWANGO, Mgr.

110 E. Cedar

Phones 062

Across the Hall

(Continued on Page Six.)

ELECTRIC
CO OK IN G

Jeweler and Optician
Repairing a specialty

T he Glean W ay

114 East Main Street
Missoula,

Montana

Hoit-Dickinson Piano
Company
Special attention given
to sheet music. Popular
music 15c per copy.

EMPRE8S PIPE ORGAN AND
CONCERT ORCHESTRA

223 Higins Avenue
Missoula,
Montana

J

lng but rumor coming from the Big
Camp, and as no contest results are
present to show the strength of the
men who work underground, suffice It
to say that they can be depended upon
to overthrow much dope which is al
ready salted away with regard to the
Triangular. The Miners are fighters
and we know it, as do our rivals, the
students in the College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts. Bring on the
brick-’'*)ts and shlilelahs.
But leaving the .Miners out of the
fray for the present, a little forecast
of results, with the two meets between
the Varsity and Washington and the
Aggies and Washington as a basis,
may be an excuse for the size of the
score we will roll up right here now
against both Aggies and Miners in that
coming Triangular. It must be re
membered that when Montana U met
the team from Washington, the day
was ideal, and when our friends in the
Gallatin Valley met them, the day was
raw, cold and rainy. Don’t forget that

J.D. Rowland

The Keystone fat man who
has made millions laughh, .at
his best, assisted by the famous
Keystone merrymakers.

V.

About two weeks ago the president of
the tennis association, Payne Temple
ton, sent a challenge to the Montana
Agricultural College, challenging our
rivals to a tennis tournament. A few
days ago an acceptance was received
from Mr. Swingle, chairman of their
tennis association.
As the matter how stands the tourna
ment Is to be held in Bozeman, May 22
and 23. The first day two single
matches and a double match will be
played. That is, each man will play
both men of the other team in singles,
and the full team will play in the
doubles.
At present we have visions of a
strong team this year. Templeton is
sure of his place on the team. The
second man will be picked from among
the following: Ed Craighead, Speer,
Higgins, Lansing, Woody and any other
dark horse that shows his tennis abil
ity. We know nothing of the tennis
ability of the Aggies, but it is not im
probable that they have a, good team.
To us this tournament means more
than a victory, gained or lost. The
opportunity Is offered here to make the
feeling of friendly rivalry stronger.
Tennis is not a parlor game and the
men who represent the school are not
pink-tea artists. It is a man’s game
and the yearly tournament will no
doubt lead to better feeling between
the two schools.

Missoula Light and Water
Company

Blankbooks and Stationery

LISTER’S
Agent for
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER
Orders for Pine Engraving
Solicited
114 E. Main St.
Missoula.

Off

now for
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CARNIVAL
Night is next
Friday.

of the high school coaches, athletes or
principals.
Stores to Close.
A movement is now on foot to have
all the stores of Missoula close for the
final day of the meet. This has been I
the custom of the Missoula merchants
for some time and the plan will be
followed this year, according to the
present indications. A crowd of be
EVERYTHING POINTS TOWARDS tween 7,000 and 8,000 people is expect CLASS OF| 1915 CHOOSE PEOPLE
ed on Montana field for the final con
TO PULL OFF BIG DANCE
THE BIGGEST MEET IN
tests of the meet.
IN JUNE.
MONTANAS’ HISTORY

IN1ERSCH0LASIIC M S
FORECAST GREAT

P H I.

AGGIES ARE -BEATEN

J.P. Reinhard : BIJOU THEATRE
104 W. Main St.

Always in the Lead

Hardware
Crockery
Paints
Harness
Studebaker Wagons

Vaudeville and PhotoPlays

Roses, Violets, Chrysan
themums, Carnations cut
fresh every day at the

Entire Change of Program Sun
day, Monday and Thursday.
No Vaudeville on 8unday,

MISSOULA
NURSERY CO.

The
First National
Bank

“The Old Reliable’’
Store, Montana Bldg., Bell 192
Green House Boll 45

Pays 3 per cent Interest
on Savings Deposits.

A. D. PRICE

NEW TANGO PUMPS
SPRING HEEL PUMPS
BABY DOLL PUMPS
COLONL4L PUMPS
Rubber Sole Sneaks
GYMNASIUM SHOES
Spring 1914 Stock

Two weeks from today the Univer
sity of Montana will be hosts to about
300 high school students from all parts
j of Montana. The 11th annual interscholastic track meet will be in pro
gress on Montana field two weeks
from this afternoon and according to
the present indications there will be
more athletes and more rooters from
the various schools than there has ever
been before. The interscholastic com
mittee has completed all its plans for
the state-wide gathering of high
school pupils and the students of the
university are invited to help in the
handling and entertaining the high
school boys and girls.
This year there are 48 high schools
in the state which have been invited
to send men to participate in this in
terscholastic meet. Last year practi
cally all of the 36 high schools that
were invited sent men, The university
has prepared to handle over 30Q ath
letes.
Clean Slate.
The interscholastic this year begins
on a new series of contests. All of
the cups for which the teams will
compete stand thLs year without a
mark on them- The teams all start
from the scratch in this meet- Two
five-year cups have been awarded anu
the slate at the beginning of this n th
annual contest is as clear as it was
when the fir-4 contest was held in
May, 1604,
A Fast Meet.
The meet this year promises to be
I a fast one. Butte, Billings, Great
| Falls, Helena and Mi3soula will prob
ably have the greatest number of con
testants here and the teams in all of
these schools have been working hard
for many weeks, The trial meets that
have beep held show the teams from
all of these schools to be generally
faster than in years gone by, Here
at the university things have been
made ready for a fast contest. The
100-yard straightaway track has been
made one lane wider SO that more men
may be started in each heat and the
quarter mile track has been given a
thorough working over under the di| recti on of Coach Heilman. The track
is now in better condition than it has
been since It was constructed.
.The interscholastic committee has
planned entertainments to fill in i.ve
time of the athletes and visitors on
the morning of the meet. These enter
tainments will probably consist of
sightseeing expeditions and the uni
versity students are looked to assist
on these trips.
Officials.

AH of the officials for tile meet
have not yet been named, byt the
College, Fraternity and Sorority
committee is a t work .on fhc matter
Pennants. Baton, Crane & Pike
and will probably post a list >n a few
stationery and all late books.
days. Most of the track squad of the
university will be used to help make
the meet a success and many pf the
FLORENCE HOTEL BLOCK
prominent men of the city will act ftS
judges. Professor W. H. H. Mustgipe
will act as referee of the meet. It is
probable that for some of the official
Bureau of Printing for work that
positions men from outside of Missoula
satisfies, gains recognition and an at- I Dance programs, bills, office stabe brought here so that there
tractiveness that predominates
*tionery,, announcements; phone 465. j may be no criticism Of) fhO part gt afty

Stationer

Mapes & Mapes

(Continued on Page Five.)
conditions of weather sometimes make
for the winning or losing of a track
meet. But here goes. In the hundred,
the time made in the two meets was
the same. This means that Jimmie
will have to run some to beat Jolley
in that hundred. In the mile we seem
to have the edge on the Farmer run
ners, and If Nick comes through the
way he did against the Farmers from
the West, there will be nothing to it.
In the quarter the result a t Bozeman
was th e . same as here, Washington
taking first and second and the runner
from the College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts placing third, But the
time made at Bozeman was five and a
fifth seconds slower than time made
here, so if our "second-rater,” who,
by the way, was good enough to beat
a "first-rater,” will be on the job the
day of the Triangular with that same
old stuff that in polite society is called
gameness and courage, we are going to
clean up a first in that mankiller, the
quarter, The high hurdles look like a
toss-up, It’s a case of pick your fav
orite between Kenck and Ronan, But
the Pago hates an Aggie and watch his
smoke when he comes down that
stretch. The only trouble is that Pete
is just naturally a kicker, but if he
can desist from kicking down those
hurdles that second week in May, we
know who is going to cqp that race. In
the two-mile the Aggies seem to have
an edge, therefore, enough said right
there, In the half we bank on Web
Jon@§ tP make a cleaning and if past
performances against the same men
count for anything he will be right on
the job. In the low hurdles the run
ner from the sister institution is called
the champion of Montana. I don’t
know about that, so we’ll just say,
“nuf sed.” But I might add, watch
that Brown boy go.
The Weights,
As for the weight events we want all
the firsts- You want to know the rea
son? Well, |t's Ed Craighead. In the
broad jump Catton will have to go
some to beat Owsley, and while Punk
has not equalled his old- marks as yet,
we can hank on him to show some of
this air stuff the day of the triplet
meeting, The high jump may go to
Qatton and his cohorts, and again,
therefore, (politely this time) enough
said. In the pole vault we’ll bank on
Prescott and Lansing and Sheedy, hut
they say the Miners also have a Sheedy
who is there, and these dark horses al
ways did upset things.
Now you want the final score. Well,
figure it up. You have heard the
firsts read to you. Now pick up a few
seconds and thirds here and there and
I guess that it can be figured that the
track championship is coming to Mon
tana University this spring. But the
old jinx I3 always on the job, and the
prpvfgp must be added, barring injuries.
Yop npvef paf) tpl| wftat a week, even,
will bring ferffo.
N O f§ § f THANKS*

Tbs f .

§■ A- ?)nd tbe ¥: W-. s - A-

wish to thank gr- TpejjieF fpp hi!) fcindr
ness in conducting the mi$9!9R class
in its study of the Moslem wqrl$. The
course proved very profitable to all
those who attended.

Monday, April 27, the junior class
held a love feast at 4:30 in Main hall.
Dr. Lennes’ math clasj had captured
the room which the 1915 class has
hitherto leased so the juniors ad
journed to the room across the hall.
There was not a vast host present
but every one had a good time and
much work was accomplished. Mr.
Ade, who is Junior prom manager, an
nounced the various committees which
are as follows: Reception, Merritt
Owsley, O. Baxter: music, Ruby Jacob
son, W. Conway, Cora Harmon; dec
oration, P.nth Cronk, Chester Boddy,
Cussle Gilliland, Joseph Tope, Hazel
Hawk, Sam Crawford, Ed Stanley;
patrons, Diana Uline, Grace Leary,
Merle Kettlewell; invitation and pro
grams, Hazel Lyman, Evelyn Ste
phenson, Bernice 'Selfridge; lighting,
Lucius Forbes, Roy Wilson, Raleigh
Gilchrist, Edward Alien.
The junior prom is to be the great
event of the year. The Juniors natur
ally declare this one will be "Bigger
and better” than any other prom ever
given here. The decoration committee
will commence at once to work up its
ideas for transforming the gym into
“a bower of loveliness and a spot of
heavenly bligi, etc,’’ Commence to
save your pennies now so that you
will have sufficient money by the time
the great event arrives on the night of
June 2.

MONTANA IS DEFEATED
(Continued From Page Five,)
440-yard dash, for the best we could do
We were badly disappointed in the
was to get a third, Weldman took
third in a spectapular finish after Hig
gins had blown up at the 300-yard
mark- Hope is not dead, however, for
this event, and we are not as weak as
we spem,
The Javelin hurl wag a splendid
“grandstand” event- • It wag easily
understood and interesting to watch.
Craighead took second In this event--a
showing well worth mention because
this is his first year at the event and
he had had only a few weeks’ practiceHe has established a record Of 143 feet
2 inches- By the time of the State
meet he promises to beat this record.
Montana showed that she was still in
the race when Owsley took first place
in the broad jump, Dietz of Washing
ton pressed him closely for first, only
one-half Inch separating his best Jump
and that of the winner,
We had little success in the low
hurdles in which we had expected first
place. Brown lost time on a bad start
so that second and third was the best
we could do.
Washington cleared up in the ham
mer-throw when Curran and Love took
first and second. This event is not In
the State meet so our weakness will
not he shown.
Crane and Monroe of Washington
eas|]y tppjt tftq first two P|qc^s oft tfte
jijgft jftmp. We g.re lft.mentft.bly weak in
thig pvenf ftpd tftp |oss wag npt pngxPgctjjc}.
ift fhg twpr{ft}|§ ruft wg topk gecpftd
and tftirg. p ep p er ftftd Baird gftqiyed
nprvg and ©ndHF?iPSe if) bga^iftg ffte
second mail- Th|g race j§ a mankl|lpr
and mftch cred|t i§ dyg tg tftofte who
.rap it.

